‘The Wilds’ Canceled at Amazon Prime
Video After Two Seasons
It is confirmed that “The Wilds” has been canceled by Amazon Prime Video after
two seasons.
The drama series follows a group of adolescent girls who are trapped on an island after an aircraft disaster, only to realize that they are a part of a
sociological experiment. Season 1 debuted on December 11, 2020, and Season 2
premiered on May 6, 2021.
The Wilds was a significant series for Prime Video and Amazon Studios. It was the
first YA series to debut on Prime Video and the first to receive a second season.
The tragic story of eight young girls left on a lonely island under strange circumstances continues in Season 2 of The Wilds. The current season also features a
new set of survivors, all boys, who are in the same dangerous predicament. In the
face of their harsh conditions, both groups are pushed to overcome emotional
and physical hurdles.
Sophia Ali, Shannon Berry, Jenna Clause, Reign Edwards, Mia Healey, Helena
Howard, Erana James, Sarah Pidgeon, David Sullivan,

Troy Winbush, Rachel Griffiths,
Charles Alexander, Zack Calderon,
Nicholas Coombe, Miles Gutierrez-Riley, Aidan Laprete, Tanner
Ray Rook and Reed Shannon appeared in the series.
Sarah Streicher developed and
executive produced “The Wilds,”
together with showrunner and
executive producer Amy B. Harris.
Executive producers were the late
Jamie Tarses of FanFare and Dylan
Clark of Dylan Clark Productions.
Amazon Studios and ABC
Signature, a division of Disney Television Studios, collaborated on the project.
In a 2020 interview with Variety, Harris stated that the show’s purpose was to
uncover the innate commonalities in all humans. “Obviously we’re living in a very
divided world right now and people are behind their computers screaming trolling one another and screaming strong opinions and not listening to one another.
What would happen if you pulled people out of that world… would they start to
see the common ground? We felt like they would,” Harris said. “That is maybe a
little bit of our hope: If you just put down your phones for five seconds and actually talk to someone else, you will see you actually have more similarities than
differences. And their greatest similarity is the desire to survive.”

